The research and application on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a topical issue in the present computer network field. The current P2P systems can be separated into two types. One is structured and the other non-structured. The Structured P2P system is based on the principle of DHT which aims to solve some of the problems which exist in the Chord Routing Algorithm. It is a representative structured P2P system. This thesis puts forward a scheme for improving the system. Based on the structural improvement mentioned, this thesis presents a PHFChord system which can improve the file availability and routing efficiency as well as increase the speed of the requiring resource file. In this thesis, the design of PHF Chord system is explained in detail, including the routing strategy, the joining of new nodes and exiting of old nodes.
Introduction
The PHFChord system is shown in Fig 1. Each node is analyzed in three tables: the neighbors loctable table on logically; the neighbors Proxtable table on physically . And each node has sub files of the other nodes sent or index table of information header files established. Through the index table node can judge whether oneself have be inquires information resource file. Figure 1 .
The structure of PHFChord
The index table has been established according to the information of sub file and information header file use B-tree structure.
The B-tree node has two sub trees when calculated, even for the current network node gains 10 million sub-files and information header files, the elapsed time complexity is merely O (20 ) in the current network nodes when research. Moreover, in the B-tree structure, each node has at least 2 subtree, so it will has less time complexity, the whole network research process is perfectly acceptable.
Index table information will be updated only when a node receives a sub-files or information header files. When the nodes in the network are joined and exit the index table, there will not any treatment, thus exempting the maintenance costs when the systems maintain the index table. Because the index table is only used for the search of local records information, it is not related to the overall system maintenance. Here we do not describe B-tree in detail. The following part is an introduction to the way of establishing an adjacency information table and the way of increasing resource files in the network to access to information.
A. Adjacency information table
The Chord system is constructed by DHT mechanism overlay network (overlay), but it does not consider too much about the underlying physical network topology structure. The PHFChord system proposed in this thesis, when obtain the physical topology of the adjacency table, the corresponding three fields have to be added: the currently available bandwidth of the sub nodes, handling capacity evaluation parameters and the current storage space. In this article, the adjacency table after this expansion is called adjacency information table. These three information can be in the dynamic maintenance and request maintenance at the same time, in order to use the latest data.
B. Resource File for obtaining information
The resource files published in PHFChord structure exist in two types. One is a fragment file which is formed after the segmentation of the resource file with a header, later known as the sub-file; the other is the file only with the header (header information conclude the list of resource acquisition information), later referred to as header files. So in the PHFChord system the resource files only exists in the forms of sub files and information header files, the system does not exist in the complete resource file, and then when the node access to resources it will be restructured .
The main function of sub files is to increase the resource file number in the network, used to provide multiple copies of the file. Header file is proposed based on the sub-file to further improve the coverage area for obtaining information in the network and its function is to provide file access to information.
The internal format of header information is shown in Table 1 . In order to avoid duplication of the sub-file name after segment, we use a hash function to name a sub-file, the name of each sub file name after the segment:
Sub-file name = hash (source file name) + sub-file number, (label = 0 ... num-1). According to PHFChord system the table features in each node maintain Loctable and Proxtable. We regard the record nodes as the storage nodes in the sub files, and we regard the record nodes in the Loctable which is different from the record nodes in the Loctable as the storage node of the information header file.
Resource file segmentation algorithm is described as follows: Reference the ideological of the files segmentation download in the current file-sharing system, the thesis proposes a copy establish algorithm based on files segmentation. The main idea is: To copy a file to the n candidate nodes, the original file will be divided into n sub-blocks of the same size as sub-files, each sub-file will be sent to one of the candidate node, and then each candidate node will spread its own sub files to other candidate nodes. When each candidate node gets all its sub files, after restructuring, it can get a copy of the resource file. All the original node and the candidate node can be jointly established the n × n network connection in the copying process. Each network connection used to transmit 1 / n copy of the data. Therefore, a copy of the file-based segmentation algorithm can let several nodes in the P2P network has the copy of the resources files.
Algorithm is divided into the following four stages: 1) segmentation stage Segment the file, each sub-file data structure as shown in Table 4 .2. When merging the files, the files name as the name of integration files, and is used to confirm the same files when merge the recovery files; the total segmentation numbers are used when access to information of files merge and to determine the number of entries within the list; backup information lists list the candidate node address information that select by source host when the resources published (the first is the published machine information of the source file), when search we can get a sub file of a file and this can obtain storage location information of other sub files to facilitate resource Location and access; file data, part of the data stored in the source file.
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Instruments, Measurement, Electronics and Information Engineering N8 represent the node which own the original file, the file size is Byte; R = {N1, ..., Nn} and it represent the set of n candidate nodes. A copy of the file-based segmentation algorithms are created throughout the distribution phase as shown in Figure 4 .2. This stage segment file F into n sub-blocks of the same size: F1, F2, ..., Fn. Size (Fi) = size (F) / n (1 ≤ i ≤ n). 2) The distribution phase The original node N0 establish n network connection with the node N1, ..., Nn, and sends the following contents to each node Ni (1 ≤ i ≤ n): sub-block Fi and the candidate node set R set = {N1, ..., Nn} which participate in the copy establish. In the next phase, the sub-block Fi will be sent to the candidate node. 
4) restructuring phase
When the collection phase is complete, each phase has complete the reception of each sub file block, based on the data partition phase of sub-block structure, according to the number of files sub block to re-group into the original files, from now on a copy was successfully created. File reorganization only in the node which initiated query, it conducts after obtain all the sub files.
PHFChord Routing Policy System
Improved routing algorithm is based on the new create adjacent information table. And the difference from Chord is it consider the underlying physical topology information and the coverage information of the resources in the network when select the next hop, when access to resources it taking the node's processing power, bandwidth, storage space and other factors into consideration.
This algorithm takes full consideration of the logical relationship of the destination node, Chord routing relay nodes, neighbor nodes set, in the process of routing using the adjacent information table, each time looking for the closest possible target nodes to route, and it will greatly reduce the routing delay, and this can also guarantee the routing hops of the whole P2P coverage network less than the routing hops of Chord through limit area.
PHFChord system reduce the research delay in topology by taking physical topology into consideration and add the files segmentation strategy to increase access to information resources, this increase the coverage area of resources and when access to resources it will has more parallel downloads To further improve the routing efficiency.
PHFChord system nodes join and exit
PHFChord system also has good scalability, strong autonomy; it can keep the validity of the structure and the node routing tables in a dynamic network to maintain to support the dynamic node join / exit.
A. Node joins
In PHFChord protocol, the node joining requires 3 steps:
Step 1: Initialize the information of new node's pointer table Loctable and the collection of adjacent information table Proxtable of the new node. Suppose node n had already known some node n ' in the network by some way before joining PHFChord network, to initialize the pointer table, n will be required to node n ' as it looks for other table in the pointers table. Adjacency table Proxtable initialized to empty, the information in the table will be collected by using landmark clustering algorithm and the round trip delay (RTT) measurement techniques.
Step 2: Update the pointer table which exist other nodes. After the nodes join the network it will call the update function of the other nodes through remote procedure, to update pointer table of other nodes. This step is the same as the step of original Chord.
Step 3: Pass the key identifier to node n from the successor node. In order to guarantee the smooth progress of the query when the node change, PHFChord agreement must ensure that the fellow-up point updates constantly of each node, PHFChord agreement call "stable" functions by the periodic of the background, so the pointer table and the successor node change in consistency . This step is also similar to the original Chord.
B. Node exit PHFChord autonomous system is a strong network, it support the dynamic exit of the node, the node's exit is also divided into normal and abnormal conditions, in response to the situation of nonnormal exit, each node maintains a follow-up list (in logical) which includes log2N (N for the total number of nodes in the system) closest successor nodes.
The normal exit of a node: When a node exit normally, it will notify its successor, predecessor, so these nodes will update its pointer table according to the information of the node which gets ready to exit.
Send out retiring information to the system, each of the affected nodes updates their table information.
Finally, the exit node transfers its own resources index information to its successor nodes.
Summary
This thesis first describes the PHFChord improvement structure based on two points. It describes how to establish adjacency list describes and how to increase the capacity of the resource file to access information in the network by changing the forms of the resource files stored in the system.
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Through the description of these two points, so that the topology mismatch problem gets a certain degree of ease in the PHFChord system proposed in this thesis, while by increasing the coverage area of information of the resources in the network and improve the efficiency of the routing. Finally, the thesis explains the PHFChord routing strategy. From this thesis we can ascertain that the PHFChord is an improvement of the Chord algorithm. Besides the original pointer table which is based on the logical topology, the thesis has adds the adjacency information table which is based on physical topology and the physical factors of the information.
After considering the same characteristics of the two tables, segmenting the resource files for the use of changing the storage format of the resource file in the system, by increasing sub files and the information header files. When routing we reference to the contents of the three tables to improve efficiency.
